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Abstra t
It is well known that the onsensus problem annot be solved deterministi ally in an asyn hronous environment, but that randomized
solutions are possible. We propose a new model, alled noisy s heduling, in whi h an adversarial s hedule is perturbed randomly, and show
that in this model randomness in the environment an substitute for
randomness in the algorithm. In parti ular, we show that a simpli ed,
deterministi version of Chandra's wait-free shared-memory onsensus
algorithm (PODC, 1996, pp. 166{175) solves onsensus in time at most
logarithmi in the number of a tive pro esses. The proof of termination
is based on showing that a ra e between independent delayed renewal
pro esses produ es a winner qui kly. In addition, we show that the
proto ol nishes in onstant time using quantum and priority-based
s heduling on a unipro essor, suggesting that it is robust against the
hoi e of model over a wide range.
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Introdu tion

Perhaps the single most dramati result in the theory of distributed omputing is Fis her, Lyn h, and Paterson's proof of the impossibility of deterministi onsensus in an asyn hronous environment with failures [22℄. This
result and its extensions [20,27℄ show that the onsensus problem, in whi h
a group of pro esses must olle tively agree on a bit, annot be solved deterministi ally in an asyn hronous message-passing or shared-memory model
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if an unrestri ted adversary ontrols s heduling. Solutions to the sharedmemory version of this fundamental problem have thus taken the approa h
of restri ting the adversary, either by allowing randomization that limits
the adversary's knowledge [1,6,8,10,12,13,15{17,30℄ or by imposing timing
onstraints that limit the adversary's ontrol [3, 20, 21℄. As a orollary to
granting less power to the adversary, these solutions often involve granting
more power to the algorithm, in the form of the ability to obtain random
bits or expli itly delay steps. By using these additional powers an algorithm
an es ape the FLP bound and rea h agreement.
These additional powers ome at a ost. Randomization alone is not
powerful enough to allow sublinear onsensus proto ols [7℄, so eÆ ient randomized solutions have required additional onstraints on the ability of the
adversary to observe the arguments to operations and the ontents of unread
memory lo ations [12,13,16℄. These algorithms arefully manage ommon
pools of unread random bits for future use, a lever but odd-looking pra ti e that is justi ed primarily by the spe i details of the model. The
delay-based algorithm of [3℄ is less onvoluted, but still depends on using
expli it delays that at the minimum require that a pro ess has the power to
invoke them and at worst may add unne essary delay when few pro esses
parti ipate.
As an alternative to designing an algorithm spe i ally to exploit the
weaknesses of a parti ular adversary model, we onsider the approa h of
using a simple algorithm that guarantees agreement but relies on good lu k
to terminate. Our lean- onsensus algorithm, des ribed in Se tion 4, is
obtained by removing all of the randomized parts of a similar algorithm due
to Chandra [16℄. The essential idea (whi h is the ore of many onsensus
proto ols in the literature) is to stage a ra e between those pro esses that
prefer 0 and those that prefer 1, with the rule that if a slow pro ess sees
that faster pro esses are all in agreement it adopts their ommon preferen e.
The ra e is implemented using two arrays of atomi read/write bits. The
algorithm terminates when the fastest pro esses are all in agreement and
an de ide on their preferred value safely, knowing that other pro esses will
adopt the same preferen e before they at h up. As shown in Se tion 5,
this me hanism is enough to ensure that if any one pro ess de ides then all
other pro esses soon de ide on the same value, no matter how the adversary
arranges the s hedule.
In e e t, the ra e framework allows the pro esses to dete t agreement
on e it o urs. But unlike other onsensus algorithms, lean- onsensus
makes no attempt to ajole the pro esses into rea hing agreement| it relies
entirely on the hope that some pro ess eventually pulls ahead of the others.
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In order to dash this hope, the adversary must exer ise enough ontrol to
ensure that the fastest pro esses run in lo kstep. We believe that in many
natural system models it will be diÆ ult for the adversary to exer ise this
mu h ontrol.
One su h model is what we all the noisy s heduling model, des ribed
in Se tion 3.1. In this model, the adversary proposes a s hedule that spe i es the order in whi h read and write operations o ur, but this s hedule
is perturbed by random noise drawn from some arbitrary non- onstant distribution. This noise orresponds to random fa tors in a system that might
not be strongly orrelated with the algorithm's behavior, su h as network
delays, lo k skew, or bus or memory ontention.
We show in Se tion 6 that, in the noisy s heduling model, lean- onsensus
terminates with expe ted (log n) work per pro ess, where n is the number
of a tive pro esses. This result is distribution-independent, in the sense that
the algorithm's asymptoti performan e does not depend on the noise distribution in the model (though the onstant fa tor does), and it holds even
if pro esses are subje t to random halting failures. Be ause the algorithm's
performan e depends only on the number of pro esses a tually exe uting
the proto ol and not on the total number of pro esses in the system, it is
adaptive in the sense of [11℄, whi h implies it is fast in the sense of [2,26℄.
Thus it is well-suited to situations where only one or a few pro esses attempt
to run the algorithm at the same time.
Our noisy s heduling model is similar to the model used by Gafni and
Mitzenma her [23℄ in their analysis of mutual ex lusion proto ols with random timing, but is extended to in lude onstant delays inserted by the
adversary in addition to random delays. Another sour e of inspiration is
Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou's di use adversary [25℄, whi h hooses a distribution over exe utions in whi h no bran h at any de ision point an o ur
with probability more than some xed . Our model is not the rst in whi h
an adversary hooses parameters for a sto hasti pro ess that then ontrols s heduling; a sophisti ated model of this type, based on asyn hronous
PRAMs, has been proposed by Cole and Zaji ek [19℄.
To give support to our intuition that many possible restri tions on the
adversary make lean- onsensus work, we also onsider what happens with
a hybrid quantum and priority-based s heduler on a unipro essor, following
the approa h of [5℄. (The details of this model, whi h subsumes both quantum s heduling and priority-based s heduling, are sket hed in Se tion 3.2.)
We show in Se tion 7 that lean- onsensus terminates in O(1) steps in
the hybrid-s heduling model, as long as the quantum is at least 8. The
restri tion to a unipro essor is ne essary be ause [5℄ shows that no deter3

ministi algorithm an solve onsensus with multiple pro essors, even with
hybrid s heduling, without using stronger primitives than atomi read/write
registers.
Our basi onsensus algorithm requires in nitely long arrays. Obviously
this is undesirable in a real system. In order to bound the required spa e,
we adopt a te hnique from [16℄ and ut o the algorithm after onsuming
O (log n) bits of spa e, using the preferen e ea h unde ided pro ess has at
that point as input to a more expensive, bounded-memory onsensus algorithm satisfying the validity property. Sin e the more expensive algorithm
is only run with low probability, its higher osts do not in rease the expe ted time for the algorithm as a whole by more than a small onstant
fa tor. Details are given in Se tion 8.
Se tion 9 des ribes some simulation results that show that the onstant
fa tors in the noisy s heduling analysis are in fa t quite small for plausible noise distributions, suggesting that the good theoreti al performan e
of lean- onsensus might a tually translate into fast exe ution in a real
system.
In Se tion 10, we suggest a number of dire tions in whi h the urrent
work ould be extended, in luding extensions to the noisy s heduling model.
One interesting possibility is the in lusion of adaptive rash failures. We
argue brie y that be ause lean- onsensus re overs qui kly from su h failures, it terminates in at most O(f log n) work per pro ess even if up to f
pro esses fail. However, there remains an interesting open question whether
noisy s heduling is enough to get O(log n) performan e even with (n) rash
failures.
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The Consensus Problem

In the binary onsensus problem, a group of n pro esses, possibly subje t to
halting failures, must agree on a bit. A onsensus proto ol is a distributed
algorithm in whi h ea h non-faulty pro ess starts with an input bit and
eventually terminates by de iding on an output bit. It must satisfy the
following three onditions with probability 1:
2

1
An early example of this approa h is found in the bounded-rounds randomized Byzantine agreement proto ol of Goldrei h and Petrank [24℄, whi h swit hes from a randomized
to a deterministi proto ol if the randomized proto ol does not terminate qui kly enough.
2
Some authors onsider the stronger problem of id onsensus, in whi h the de ision
value is the id of some a tive pro ess. In many ases, id onsensus an be solved in
a natural way using a (lg n)-depth tree of binary onsensus proto ols; examples of this
approa h an be found in [12, 16℄.
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All non-faulty pro esses de ide on the same bit.
Termination. All non-faulty pro esses nish the proto ol in a nite
number of steps.
 Validity. If all pro esses start with the same input bit, all non-faulty
pro esses de ide on that bit.




Agreement.

3

3

Model

We assume a shared-memory system onsisting of an unbounded number of
pro esses that ommuni ate only through shared atomi read/write registers. We use the usual interleaving model, in whi h operations are assumed
to o ur in a sequen e  ;  ; : : :, and in whi h ea h read operation returns
the value of the last previous write to the same lo ation. The order in whi h
operations o ur is determined by a sto hasti pro ess that is partially under the ontrol of an adversary (Se tion 3.1), or dire tly by the adversary
subje t to ertain regularity onstraints (Se tion 3.2).
1

3.1

2

Noisy S heduling

In the noisy s heduling model, we assume that the adversary spe i es when
operations o ur (subje t to an upper bound on the time between su essive
operations by the same pro ess), but that this spe i ation is perturbed by
random noise.
Formally, the adversary hooses:
1. An arbitrary starting time i for ea h pro ess pi,
2. A non-negative delay ij between pro ess pi's (j 1)-th and j -th
operations, bounded by some xed onstant M , and
3. A xed ommon distribution F of the random delay added to ea h
type of operation  (e.g., read or write). If pro ess pi's j -th operation
is of type , it su ers an additional delay Xij whose distribution is F .
There is no restri tion on the hoi e of the F , ex ept that they must
0

3

Some de nitions of onsensus repla e the validity ondition with a weaker nonondition that says that there must exist exe utions in whi h di erent de ision
values o ur.

triviality
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not be on entrated on a point and must produ e only non-negative
values Xij .
The time of pro ess pi's j -th operation is given by
4

Sij

= i +

j
X

0

k =1

(ik + Xik ) :

Sin e we are using interleaving semanti s, the e e t of exe uting two
operations at exa tly the same time is not well-de ned. To avoid ill-de ned
exe utions, we impose the additional te hni al onstraint on the adversary's
hoi es that the probability that any two operations o ur simultaneously
must be zero. This is automati if, for example, the noise distributions F
are ontinuous. Alternatively, it an be arranged by dithering the starting
times of ea h pro ess by some small epsilon. This te hni al onstraint does
not qualitatively hange our results.
Below we dis uss the unfairness of noisy s heduling and extensions to
allow random failures.
3.1.1

Unfairness

The upper bound on the ij and the ommon distribution on the Xij might
suggest that the noisy s heduling model produ es fair s hedules. This is not
entirely true for suÆ iently pathologi al distributions.
Theorem 1 There exists a hoi e of F and ij su h that for any distin t
pro esses pi and pi0 , and any operation j , the expe ted number of operations
pi0 ompletes between pi 's j -th and (j + 1)-th operations is in nite.
Proof: Set ea h F so that Xij takes on the value 2k with probability
k
2 for k = 1; 2; : : :. For simpli ity, let us suppose that ij = 0 for j > 0.
We will also assume that A and B exe ute no operations before time 0.
Let X be the number of operations ompleted by pi0 between Sij and
Si;j . We will show that the expe tation of X is in nite onditioned on the
value of t = dSij e (the eiling is so that we have ountably many ases).
The idea is this: for ea h k we have probability 2 k that Si;j 
Xi;j
= 2k . Condition on this event o urring for some parti ular k and
onsider how many operations pi0 must exe ute to rea h time 2k . Either
(a) one of these operations takes time 2k or more (with probability 2 k
2

+1

+1

+1

2

2

2

+1

In fa t, the F distributions an be quite bizarre; it is not required, for example, that
the Xij have nite expe tation.
4
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per operation); or (b) a total of at least 2 k faster operations, ea h of
whi h takes at most 2 k time, must o ur. If we wait only for event (a),
we expe t to see 2k operations; to get the a tual expe ted number, we
must subtra t o the expe ted number of operations until (a) o urs after
(b) o urs (2k again) multiplied by the probability that (b) o urs. This
latter probability is at most (1 k ) k , whi h goes to e in the limit
as k grows; it follows that pi0 exe utes (2k ) operations on average before
time 2k . Of these, at most t=2 an o ur before time Sij , so if k  lg t, we
have (2k ) operations on average between t and 2k , and thus also between
Sij and Si;j , sin e Sij  t < 2k  Si;j .
To get the full result, we must remove two layers of onditioning. First
ompute the expe tation onditioned only on t by summing 2 k (2k ) for
ea h of the in nitely many suÆ iently large k. It is not diÆ ult to see that
this sum diverges and the expe tation is in nite. Summing over all values
of t doesn't make it any less in nite, and we are done.
2
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1
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1

1

2

1
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1
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2

2

2
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3.1.2

+1

Failures

We an extend the noisy s heduling model to allow halting failures. For ea h
i and ea h j > 0 let Hij = 1 if pro ess pi halts before its j -th operation
and 0 otherwise. De ne
0
Sij

= i +

j
X

0

k =1

(ik + Xik + Hik ) ;

with the usual onvention for the extended real line that x + 1 = 1 + x = 1
for any nite x. If Sij0 = 1, pi's j -th operation does not o ur.
We do not in lude failures in the noise distributions F be ause these
distributions do not depend on n, and a onstant probability of failure would
mean that all pro esses die after O(log n) steps. Instead, we assume that
failures o ur independently with probability h(n) per operation, where h is
some fun tion hosen by the adversary. The e e t of stronger failure models
is dis ussed in Se tion 10.
3.2

Quantum and Priority-Based S heduling

Our intuition is that lean- onsensus should perform well in any setting
that prevents lo kstep exe utions. One su h setting is the hybrid-s heduled
unipro essor model of [5℄, whi h ombines the priority-based s heduling
model of [29℄ with the quantum-based s heduling model of [4℄. In this model,
7

pro esses are assumed to be time-sharing a unipro essor under the ontrol
of a pre-emptive s heduler. Ea h pro ess has a priority, and a pro ess may
be pre-empted at any time by a pro ess of higher priority. A pro ess may
only be pre-empted by a pro ess of the same priority if it has exhausted
its quantum, a minimum number of operations it must omplete between
the time it wakes up and the time at whi h it be omes vulnerable to preemption. There is no requirement that a pro ess start the proto ol at the
beginning of a quantum; it may have used up some or all of its quantum
performing other work before starting the proto ol. We do not onsider failures in the hybrid-s heduling model; instead, a pro ess may be arbitrarily
delayed subje t to the onstraints on the s heduler.
4

The

lean- onsensus Algorithm

In this se tion, we des ribe the lean- onsensus algorithm. The algorithm
is very simple, be ause we are relying on randomness in the environment
to guarantee termination and thus the algorithm itself must only guarantee
orre tness and provide the opportunity for the underlying system to qui kly
jostle it into a de ision state. Stru turally, it is essentially identi al to the
multi-writer register onsensus proto ol of Chandra [16℄ with the shared
oins removed, leaving only the implementation from multi-writer bits of
the \ra ing ounters" te hnique that has been used in many shared-memory
onsensus proto ols. It also bears some similarities to the Time-Adaptive
Consensus algorithm of Alur et al. [3℄ with the delays removed.
At ea h step of the algorithm, ea h pro ess prefers either 0 or 1 as its
de ision value. The on i t between the 0-preferring pro esses and the 1preferring pro esses is settled by a ra e implemented using two arrays a and
a of atomi read/write bits, ea h initialized to zero. Ea h pro ess arries
out a sequen e of rounds, ea h onsisting of a xed sequen e of operations.
During round r, a pro ess that prefers b marks lo ation ab [r℄ with a one and
looks to see if either (a) it has fallen behind its rivals who prefer (1 b),
in whi h ase it abandons its former preferen e and joins the winning team,
or (b) it and its fellows have sped far enough ahead of any rival pro esses
that they an safely de ide b knowing that those rivals will give up and join
the b team before they at h up. The algorithm nishes fastest when the
pa k of pro esses disperses qui kly, so that a lear winner emerges as early
as possible.
Let us look more losely at the details of the algorithm. A pro ess with
input b sets its preferen e p to b and its round number r to 1. (We say that
0

1
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a pro ess is at round r if its round number is set to r; pro esses thus start
at round 1.) It then repeatedly exe utes the following sequen e of steps. To
simplify the des ription of the algorithm, we assume that while a and a are
initialized to zeroes, they are pre xed with (e e tively read-only) lo ations
a [0℄ and a [0℄, both set to 1.
1. Read a [r℄ and a [r℄. If for some b, ab[r℄ is 1 and a b[r℄ is 0, set p to
b.
2. Write 1 to ap[r℄.
3. Read a p[r 1℄. If this value is 0, de ide p and exit.
4. Otherwise, set r to r + 1 and repeat.
Note that in ea h round the pro ess arries out exa tly four operations
in the same sequen e: two reads, a write, and another read. It is tempting
to optimize the algorithm by eliminating the write when it is already evident
from the previous step that ap[r℄ is set or eliminating the last read when it
an be dedu ed from the value of a p[r℄ that a p[r 1℄ is set. However,
this optimization redu es the work done by slow pro esses (whom we'd like
to have fall still further behind) while maintaining the same per-round ost
for fast pro esses (whom we'd like to have pull ahead). So we must paradoxi ally arry out operations that might appear to be super uous in order
to minimize the a tual total ost.
0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1
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Agreement and Validity

If we ignore the termination requirement, the orre tness of the algorithm
does not depend on the behavior of the s heduler. The following two lemmas
show that the validity and agreement properties hold whenever the algorithm
terminates. The proofs are very similar in spirit to those of Lemmas 1-4
in [16℄.
Lemma 2 No pro ess sets ab [r ℄ unless (a) r = 1 and b is an input value,
or (b) r > 1 and ab [r 1℄ has already been set.
Proof: Consider the rst pro ess P that sets ab [r ℄. Then P does not
read 1 from ab[r℄ at round r and does not hange its preferen e during round
r . If r = 1, P 's preferen e equals its input, establishing ase (a); if r > 1, P
must have set ab[r 1℄ at round r 1, establishing ase (b).
9

If every pro ess starts with the same input bit b, every pro ess
de ides b after exe uting 8 operations.
Lemma 3

From Lemma 2, if no pro ess has input 1 b, no pro ess ever
sets a b [1℄. It follows that every pro ess sees a zero in a b [1℄ at round 2
and de ides b.
Proof:
1

1

Lemma 4

If some pro ess de ides

b

at round r, then (a) no pro ess ever

b [r ℄, and (b) every pro ess de ides b at or before round r + 1.
Proof: Let P de ide b at round r . We will show that this implies that
no pro ess ever sets a b [r℄.
Suppose some pro ess sets a b [r℄; let Q be the rst su h pro ess. Beause Q is the rst pro ess to set a b [r℄, it must read a 0 from a b [r℄ at
the start of round r. Thus Q an only set a b [r℄ if it already prefers 1 b at
the start of round r, implying that it set a b[r 1℄ during round r 1; and
if it reads a 0 from ab [r℄ at the start of round r, preventing it from hanging
its preferen e after seeing a 0 in a b [r℄. But Q's read of ab [r℄ o urs after
Q's write to a b [r 1℄, whi h o urs after P 's read of a b [r 1℄ at round
r (be ause P reads 0), whi h in turn o urs after P 's write to ab [r ℄. Thus
Q reads 1 from ab [r ℄, and hanges its preferen e to b at round r . This ontradi ts our assumption that Q is the rst to set a b [r℄. It follows that if
any pro ess de ides b in round r, no pro ess sets a b[r℄.
Sin e no pro ess sets a b[r℄, any pro ess that rea hes round r + 1 must
set ab [r + 1℄ (by Lemma 2), and will de ide b after reading 0 from a b [r℄.
Thus no pro ess runs past round r + 1 without de iding b.
To show agreement in earlier rounds, let P 0 de ide b0 at round r0  r.
By the pre eding argument, if P 0 de ides b0 at round r0, then no pro ess sets
a b0 [r 0 ℄ and thus (by Lemma 2 again) no pro ess sets a b0 [r ℄. But sin e P
sets ab[r℄, we must have b0 = b.

writes

a1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Termination with Noisy S heduling

In this se tion, we show that lean- onsensus terminates in (log n) rounds
with noisy s heduling and random failures. (This analysis in ludes the ore
model without random failures as well, sin e the adversary an always hoose
h(n) = 0.) We show that either all pro esses die (in whi h ase we treat the
algorithm as terminating in the last round in whi h some pro ess takes a
step), or some group of pro esses with a ommon preferen e eventually gets
10

two rounds ahead of the other pro esses. To avoid analyzing the details of
how pro esses shift preferen es, we will show the even stronger result that
unless all pro esses die, a single pro ess eventually gets two rounds ahead
of the other pro esses.
To simplify the argument, we abstra t away from the individual sequen e
of operations in ea h round and look only at the times at whi h rounds are
ompleted. We an thus assume that the adversary provides a single noise
distribution F ( orresponding to the distribution of the sum of the delays on
three reads and one write) and that the values ij , Xij , and Hij provide the
delay not on the j -th operation but on the j -th round. Sin e this abstra tion
merely involves summing together the underlying variables on operations, it
does not redu e the adversary's ontrol over the proto ol. We will s ale M
appropriately so that it is still the ase that 0  ij  M when j > 0.
Using this approa h, the in rement ij + Xij + Hij is the time taken
for pro ess i to move from the end of round j 1 to the end round j .
The onstant i represents the pro ess's starting time, and Sir0 = i +
Pr
(ij + Xij + Hij ) gives the time at whi h the pro ess nishes round r.
j
A pro ess i wins the ra e with a lead of rounds at round r + if it nishes
round r + before any other pro ess nishes round r, i.e., if Si;r0  Si00 ;r
for all i0 6= i.
We would like to show a bound on how the expe ted round at whi h some
pro ess wins by s ales as a fun tion of the number of pro esses n, keeping ,
M , and F xed. This bound is given in Corollary 11 below. We will assume
that h(n) = o(1), as otherwise all pro esses die after O(log n) rounds on
average. The proof pro eeds in two steps: rst we show that for any r
whi h some pro ess nishes with at least onstant probability, there exists
a riti al time t that gives at least a onstant probability that Sir0  t for
exa tly one i. We then show that if r is large enough, Pr[Si;r0  tjSir0  t℄
is also at least a onstant. It then follows that the probability that Si;r0  t
while Si00r > t for any i0 6= i is at least the produ t of these two onstants
and the onstant probability that pi is not killed between rounds r and r + .
Thus after a onstant number of phases ea h onsisting of r + rounds we
expe t some pro ess to win.
0

0

=1

+

+

+

6.1

Existen e of a winner

In this se tion, we build up the tools needed to show that for ea h round
there exists a xed time at whi h there is likely to be a unique winner.
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Let A1 ; : : : ; An be independent events. If the probability that no
o urs is x, where x is not zero, then the probability that exa tly one Ai
o urs is at least x ln x.

Lemma 5

Ai

Proof: Let qi be the probability that Ai does not o ur. The probability x that no Ai o urs is the produ t of the qi. Sin e x is nonzero, ea h qi
must also be nonzero. The probability that exa tly one Ai o urs is given
by
! n

n
n 
X 1 qi
Y
X
1
qi
= x
1
i=1

i=1

qi

qi

i=1

=

x

n

+

n
X
i=1

1

!

(1)

:

qi

Let G be the geometri mean of the qi and let H be their harmoni
mean. By the theorem of the means, G > H . Observe that G = x =n and
n
X
1 = n=H > n=G = nx =n = n exp  ln x   n 1 ln x  = n ln x:
1

1

i=1

qi

n

n

Plugging this inequality into (1) gives the result.
Suppose X ; : : : ; Xn are random times. The following lemma shows that
under ertain onditions there exists a onstant time t , su h that, with
onstant probability, at most one of the Xi is less than t :
1

0

0

Lemma 6 Let X1 ; : : : ; Xn be independent random variables su h that for
all nite values t and all distin t i; j , the probability that Xi = Xj = t is
zero. Then either Pr[8iXi = 1℄ is greater than e 1 or there exists t0 su h
that the probability that exa tly one of the Xi is less than or equal to t0 is
at least 1=5.
Proof: For ea h t, let qi (t) be the probability that Xi is not less than
or equal to t. Let q(t) = Qni qi(t) be the probability that none of the
Xi are less than or equal to t. Note that ea h qi (t) is a de reasing rightontinuous left-limited fun tion with limt! 1 qi(t) = 1 and limt!1 qi(t) =
Pr[Xi = 1℄. Similarly, q(t) = Qi qi(t) is right- ontinuous, left-limited, and
has limt! 1 q(t) = 1 and limt!1 q(t) = Pr[8iXi = 1℄.
Suppose that this latter quantity is less than or equal to e . (If not,
the rst ase of the lemma holds.) Then for some nite t, q(t)  e . Let
t be the least su h t.
=1

1

1

0
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Now suppose q(t )  e . Then, by Lemma 5, the probability that
exa tly one Xi is less than or equal to t is at least 2e  0:27 : : :.
Otherwise, we have q(t ) < e but q(t ) = limt!t q(t) > e . (We
are using the usual onvention that f (x ) denotes the left limit of f at
x.) This dis ontinuity must orrespond to a dis ontinuity in qi for some
i. At most one qi has a dis ontinuity at t , by the assumption that the
probability that distin t Xi , Xj both equal t is zero. Hen e, for all j 6= i
we have qj (t ) = qj (t ) and thus qi(t )=qi (t ) = q(t )=q(t )  e .
Sin e qi(t )  1, it follows immediately that qi(t )  e and thus
the probability that Xi is less than or equal to t is at least 1 e .
Now the probability that no other Xj is less than or equal to t is at
least q(t )=qi(t )  q(t ) > e . Sin e the variables are independent,
the probability that only Xi is less than or equal to t is thus at least
(1 e )e  0:23 : : :.
2

0

0

2

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

6.2

0

0

0

1

0

1

Size of the lead

In this se tion, we show that if enough rounds have passed, a pro ess that is
likely to be ahead of the others is in fa t likely to be several rounds ahead.
The proof is somewhat ompli ated by the la k of restri tions on the noise
distribution, but the following lemma shows how the Strong Law of Large
Numbers an be used to smooth the noise terms out a bit.
Let X1 ; X2 ; : : : be nite non-negative independent identi ally distributed random variables whose
ommon distribution is not on entrated
P
on a point. De ne Sn = ni=1 Xi . For any , there exist n; t su h that
Pr[Sn < t℄ < 21 but Pr[Sn < t ℄ > 0.
Lemma 7

Let us rst onsider the ase where Xi has a nite expe tation
m. Then the Strong Law of Large Numbers says that Sn =n onverges to m
in the limit with probability 1. So for any  > 0, the probability that Sn is
less than m  goes to zero and thus drops below 1=2 for all n greater than
some n .
Let tn = n(m ). As long as n > n , we have Pr[Sn < t℄ < . Now
suppose that Pr[Sn < tn ℄ = 0 whenever n > n . Sin e the Xi are
independent, this event an only o ur if for ea h Xi, Xi < tnn = m  n
with probability 0. Taking the union of ountably many su h bad events
for ea h rational  and ea h n > n shows that the event Xi < m, also
has probability 0. It follows that Xi  E [Xi ℄ almost surely and thus the
distribution of Xi is on entrated on E [Xi ℄, a ontradi tion.
Proof:

0

1
2

0

0

0
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If Xi does not have a nite expe tation, then Sn=n grows without bound
with probability 1 (see the orollary to Theorem 22.1 in [14℄). So for any
x, there exists n , su h that Pr[Sn =n < x℄ <
for n > n . We repeat
the above analysis for t = nx; if Pr[Sn < t ℄ = 0 for all su h t, we get
Xi  x
almost surely, implying Xi ex eeds any nite bound x. Again,
n
a ontradi tion.
On e the noise terms have been smoothed, it is not hard to show that
they eventually a umulate enough to push a winner ahead:
Lemma 8 Fix
> 0. Let X ; X ; : : : be nite independent identi ally distributed random variables su h that there exists a threshold
t for whi h
Pr[X < t ℄ < but Pr[X < t ℄ = Æ > 0. De ne Sn = Pni Xi .
Then for any  > 0, there exists an n = O(log(1=)), su h that for any
t, Pr[Sn < t℄ >  implies Pr[Sn < t
jSn < t℄ > Æ .
Proof: Set n = 8(ln(1=) + 1). Ea h Xi has probability at most 1=2 of
being less than t , so a simple appli ation of Cherno bounds shows that the
probability that 3/4 or more of the Xi are less than t is at most e n= = =e.
We will use this fa t to argue that even when onditioning on Sn < t,
there is nearly one han e in four that Xn in parti ular is greater than t .
In this ase, Sn is less than t t and we an use independen e to repla e
Xn with a new value less than t
, giving a sum Sn less than t , all
without redu ing the probability by mu h.
Formally, we have the following sequen e of inequalities, ea h of whi h
is implied by the previous one. Let Pr[Sn < t℄ = p and suppose p > . Then
we have:
1
2

0

1

0

0

2

0

1
2

0

0

=1

1
7 0

0

0

8

0

1

0

0

Pr[Sn < t℄ = p
Pr[Sn < t ^ at least of Xi are greater than t ℄ > p =e
Pr[Sn < t ^ Xn > t ℄ > 41 (p =e)
Pr[Sn < t t ℄ > 14 (p =e)
Pr[Sn < t t ^ Xn < t ℄ > 14 (p =e)Æ
Pr[Sn < t ℄ > 14 (p =e)Æ
Pr[Sn < t jSn < t℄ > 14 (p =e)Æ =p
1
4

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Sin e p > , this last quantity is at least (1 1=e)Æ , whi h is in turn
greater than Æ .
We an now ombine Lemmas 7 and 8 into the following:
1
4

1
7 0

0

Let X1 ; X2 ; : : : be nite non-negative independent identi ally distributed random variables whose
ommon distribution is not on entrated
P
on a point. De ne Sn = ni=1 Xi . Fix > 0. Then there is a onstant Æ, su h that for any  > 0, there exists n = O(log(1=)), su h that
Pr[Sn < t jSn < t℄ > Æ whenever Pr[Sn < t℄ > .
Lemma 9

Proof:
Use Lemma 7 to group the Xi together into partial sums
= Pjin inn Xj with the property that for some t Pr[Yi < t℄ < but
Pr[Yi < t ℄ = Æ > 0. (Note that n does not depend on , so it disappears
into the onstant fa tor.) Then apply Lemma 8 to sums of these Yi variables
to get the full result.

Yi

0+ 0
0 +1

1
2

=

0

6.3

0

When the Ra e Ends

In this se tion, we show that a ra e between n independent delayed renewal
pro esses with bounded added delays ends in O(log n) rounds with at least
onstant probability. In the following se tion, we translate this result, whi h
appears as Corollary 11, ba k into terms of the lean- onsensus algorithm
to get Theorem 12.
Theorem 10 Let fXij g, where i; j  1, be a two-dimensional array of nite non-negative independent identi ally distributed random variables with
a ommon distribution fun tion F that is not on entrated on a point. Let
fij g, where i  1; j  0, be a two-dimensional array of onstants with
0  ij  M when j  1. Let fHij g, where i; j  1, be a two-dimensional
array of independent random variables, ea h of whi h is equal to 1 with
probability h(n) and 0 otherwise. De ne
0
Sir

= i +

r
X

0

j =1

(ij + Xij + Hij ) :

0 = t℄ = 0.
Assume that for any nite t, integer r, and i 6= j , Pr[Sir0 = Sjr
Let be any integer onstant greater than 0.
Then there exists a onstant Æ > 0, su h that for any n, there exists
r = O (log n) and t, su h that
h

i
Pr 8i S 0 = 1 _ 9i  n : S 0 < t ^ 8i0 6= i; i0  n : S 00 > t > Æ:
ir

i;r +

ir
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The onstant fa tor in r = O(log n) and the onstant
, F , M , and h; but neither onstant depends on n.

Æ

may depend on

Sin e ea h XPijr is nite with probability 1, therePrexists some
onstant su h that Pr[ j r Xij < ℄ > . Let Tir = j Xij and
let Sir = Tir + Prj ir . Apply Lemma 9 to the sequen e Xij with =
M +
and  = n to obtain r = O(log n) and a onstant Æ for whi h
Pr[Tir < t M jTir < t℄ > Æ whenever Pr[Tir < t℄ > n . Adding the
missing onstant terms Prj ij to Tir to get Sir is equivalent to subtra ting
these same terms from ea h o urren e of t, so we in fa t have Pr[Sir <
t
M
jSir < t℄ > Æ whenever Pr[Sir < t℄ > n . This gives us our
target round r.
Now apply Lemma 6 to Sir0 , for all i  n, to show that with probability
at least 1=5 either 8iSir0 = 1 or there exists a time t , su h that there is a
unique winner i  n for whi h Sir0 is less than t . Let us assume without loss
of generality that n is at least 6. Throw out all ases where i has Pr[Sir0 <
t ℄  n ; this leaves a probability of at least 1=5 1=n  1=30 that (a) there
is a unique winner i, and (b) i satis es the ondition Pr[Sir0 < t ℄ > n ,
implying Pr[Sir = Sir0 < t ℄ > n and thus Pr[Sir < t M jSir <
Æ , we have Sir < t
M
,
t ℄ > Æ . So with probability at least
and thus with probability at least Æ we have Si;r < Sir + M + =
0 + M+ <t .
Sir
Suppose that this event holds. It is still possible for Si;r0 to be in nite
Pr
if j r Hij = 1. Call this event I ; if Pr[I ℄ = 1 (1 h(n)) > Æ ,
then h(n) is bounded below by a onstant and there exists r0 = O(log n)
su h that Pr[8iSir0 0 = 1℄ is at least a onstant. Alternatively, we have
Pr[Si;r0 = Si;r < Sir0 + M + ℄ > Æ = Æ : In either ase, the theorem
holds.
Proof:

+
= +1

1

1
2

1

=1

=0
2

1

1

2

0

0

=0

1

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1
60 0

1

0

1
30 0

1

0

+

1

1

0

+

+
= +1

+

2

0

2

1
120 0

1

+

1
120 0

Let R be the rst round for whi h either
0
0
0
There exists i, su h that Si;R
+ < Si0 R for all i 6= i, or
For all i, S 0
= 1.

Corollary 11




i;R+

Under the onditions of the pre eding theorem,
any k  0, Pr[R > k℄  e bk=O(log n) .

E[R℄ = O(log n), and, for

Proof:
Theorem 10 says that the desired event o urs with onstant
probability Æ after a phase onsisting of r = O(log n) rounds. If it does not
o ur, we an apply the theorem again to the subset of the i's for whi h
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is nite, starting with round r + +1 and setting the initial delay i
to the value of Si;r0 from the previous phase.
On average, at most 1=Æ = O(1) su h phases are needed, giving E[R℄ 
(1=Æ)r = O(log n). For the exponential tail bound, observe that the probability that the algorithm
runs
for more than phases of r rounds ea h is at

 Æ
most (1 Æ) = (1 Æ) =Æ  e Æ = e Æ . So the probability that the
algorithm runs for more than k rounds is at most e bk=r Æ  e bk=O n .

0
Si;r
+

0

+

1

1

(log

6.4

)

When lean- onsensus Ends

Translating Corollary 11 ba k into terms of the leangives:

onsensus

algorithm

Theorem 12 Under the noisy s heduling model with random failures, starting from any rea hable state in the lean- onsensus algorithm in whi h the
largest round number of any pro ess is r, the algorithm running with n a tive
pro esses terminates by round r + r0 , where r0 has expe ted value O(log n)
and Pr[r0 > k℄  e bk=O(log n) for any k  0.

Apply Corollary 11 with = 2 and the initial delays i set to
the times at whi h ea h pro ess ompletes round r. This shows that after
n
R additional rounds, where E[R℄ = O (log n) and Pr[R > k ℄  e bk=O
,
either some pro ess P nishes some round s before any other pro ess nishes
round s 2, or all pro esses fail. In the rst ase, if P prefers b, it is the
only pro ess to have written to ab[s 1℄ or a b [s 1℄ by the time it reads
a b [s 1℄ as part of round s. Thus it reads a zero from a b [s 1℄ and
de ides. All other pro esses de ide at most one round later by Lemma 4. We
thus get r0  R +1, and the single extra round disappears into the onstant
fa tors.
It is not hard to see that an O(log n) bound is the best possible, up to
onstant fa tors.
Theorem 13 There exists a noise distribution F and a set of delays  su h
that the lean- onsensus algorithm requires expe ted (log n) rounds in the
Proof:

0

(log

)

1

1

1

noisy s heduling model, even without failures.

Proof: Let all ij = 0 for j > 0, and let F have ea h operation take
either 1 or 2 time units with equal probability. Then any single pro essor
ompletes its rst log n operations in 1 time unit ea h with probability 1=n.
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To avoid simultaneous operations, let i be some small distin t epsilon
value for ea h i.
Start n=2 pro esses with input 0 and n=2 with input 1. The probability
that there exists at least one 0-input pro ess and at least one 1-input pro ess
that both omplete their rst log n operations in 1 time unit ea h is given
by

n= !
1
1 1 n
0

2

2

whi h goes to (1 e = ) = (1) in the limit as n grows. So there is
a onstant probability that at least one pro ess with ea h input runs for
log n operations without ever hanging its preferen e to that of a faster
pro ess with the opposite preferen e, and we get expe ted (log n) rounds
of disagreement.
1 2 2

7

Termination with Quantum and Priority-Based
S heduling

In this se tion, we onsider the question of termination subje t to hybrid
quantum and priority-based s heduling on a unipro essor. The required
quantum size is 8 operations; uriously, this is the same size required for
the spe ialized algorithm given in [5℄. We see this oin iden e as hinting at
the possibility that all shared-memory onsensus algorithms may ultimately
onverge to a single ideal algorithm (though su h an ideal algorithm, if it
exists, is probably not identi al to lean- onsensus).
When running lean- onsensus in a hybrid-s heduled system with a quantum of at least 8 operations, every pro ess de ides after
exe uting at most 12 operations.
Theorem 14

Proof: We will show that at most one of a [1℄ and a [1℄ is set before
some pro ess nishes round 2 and de ides. Consider an exe ution in whi h
a [1℄ and a [1℄ are ea h set at some point. Let P and P be the rst pro esses
to set a [1℄ and a [1℄, respe tively. Neither P nor P an have observed the
round-1 write of the other, or it would have hanged its preferen e. Thus
both pro esses' round-1 reads of a [1℄ and a [1℄ must have o urred before
either performed its round-1 write. Sin e we are on a unipro essor, this an
only o ur if one of the pro esses was pre-empted before its write o urred.
0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1
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1

1

Assume without loss of generality that P is this unlu ky pro ess. Sin e
is the rst pro ess to write to a [1℄, if we an show that P is not res heduled before some pro ess ompletes round 2, then that pro ess de ides 1 (and
by Lemma 4, all pro esses eventually de ide 1) as soon as it observes a zero
in a [1℄. So we need only show that P is not res heduled until some other
pro ess ompletes eight operations.
Let Q be the pro ess that pre-empts P . At the time of pre-emption,
Q is at the start of a quantum; it either nishes eight operations without
being pre-empted or is pre-empted by a higher-priority pro ess Q . But
Q in turn an only be pre-empted before ompleting its quantum by some
higher-priority pro ess Q . After at most n su h pre-emptions, we run out of
higher-priority pro esses, and the last pro ess runs to the end of its quantum
and de ides. Note that all of the pro esses in this hain (ex ept possibly Q )
have a higher priority than P and thus annot be equal to P . It follows
that some pro ess nishes round 2 before P is res heduled, and thus every
pro ess de ides 1 by the end of round 3.
0

P0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

2

3

1

0

0

0

8

Bounded spa e

lean- onsensus

The lean- onsensus algorithm as des ribed in Se tion 4 requires in nite
spa e. In this se tion, we des ribe how to modify the algorithm to use
bounded spa e. We assume that we have available a ba kup proto ol, whi h
is a bounded-spa e onsensus proto ol that requires polynomial work per
pro ess (for example, the O(n ) proto ol in [6℄ works). We will build a
proto ol that ombines lean- onsensus with the ba kup proto ol in a
way that only uses the ba kup proto ol rarely, so that its high ost adds
only a onstant to the O(log n) ost of the ombined proto ol.
Note that su h a ombined proto ol is not ne essary in the model of Se tion 7, as in that model we only need spa e for 3 rounds of lean- onsensus.
The ombined proto ol operates as follows:
1. Run lean- onsensus through round r .
2. At round r +1, swit h to the ba kup proto ol, using the preferen e
at the end of round r of lean- onsensus as input to the ba kup
proto ol.
If r is large enough, most of the time we will expe t that leanonsensus terminates before rea hing r
and the ba kup algorithm will
4

max

max

max

max

max
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not be used. But in the ase where r is rea hed (say, be ause the s heduler is nastier than we have assumed), the ba kup algorithm guarantees
termination using bounded spa e and bounded (but possibly very large)
expe ted time.
max

For any polynomial-work onsensus proto ol hosen as a ba kup
algorithm and any noise distribution, there is a hoi e of rmax = O(log2 n)
su h that the ombined algorithm des ribed above is a onsensus proto ol
that requires O(log n) expe ted operations per pro ess and O(log2 n) bits in
the a0 and a1 arrays.
Theorem 15

First let us show that the ombined algorithm solves onsensus.
Validity is immediate from Lemma 3; when all inputs are equal, we never
get past round 2 and the ombined algorithm behaves identi ally to leanonsensus. For agreement, the only tri ky ase is when some pro esses
de ide during lean- onsensus and others de ide during the ba kup protool. But if some pro ess P de ides b at or before round r, then by Lemmas 2
and 4 no pro ess writes a b[r℄ and every pro ess that exe utes the ba kup
proto ol has b as input. Thus the validity ondition for the ba kup proto ol
implies that all pro esses de ide b.
Now let us show that there is a hoi e of r that gives the desired
performan e bound. Suppose ea h pro ess nishes the ba kup proto ol in
O (n ) expe ted operations. By Theorem 12, there is a value T = O (log n)
su h that the probability that lean- onsensus does not nish by round k is
at most e bk=T . Setting r = T   log n = O(log n), the ba kup proto ol
is run with probability at most e n = n , and thus it ontributes at
most n O(n ) = O(1) to the expe ted ost.
Finally, the size of the a and a arrays is learly equal to r =
O (log n).
Proof:

1

max

2

max

2

9

log

0

1

max

Simulation Results

Figure 1 gives the results of simulating lean- onsensus with various interarrival distributions. These simulations are of the model as des ribed in
Se tion 3.1; in parti ular it is assumed that all operations take zero time
and that there are no ontention e e ts or syn hronization issues.
The X axis is plotted on a logarithmi s ale and represents the number
of pro esses. The Y axis is plotted on a linear s ale and represents the round
at whi h the rst pro ess terminates (whi h may be one less than the round
20
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normal(1,0.04)
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0.5 + exponential(0.5)
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Figure 1: Results of simulating leandistributions.

onsensus

10000
geometri (0.5)
uniform [0,2℄
exponential(1)

100000

with various interarrival

at whi h the last pro ess terminates). Ea h point in the graph represents an
average termination round in 10,000 trials with the given distribution and
number of pro esses. The starting times for all pro esses are the same ex ept
for a small random epsilon, generated uniformly in the range (0; 10 ). In
ea h ase, half the pro esses are started with input 0 and half with input 1.
There are no failures.
The random number generator used was drand48. The distributions
used were:
1. Normal distribution with mean 1 and standard deviation 0.2 (varian e
0.04), reje ting points outside (0; 2).
2. 2=3 or 4=3 with equal probability.
3. 0:5 plus an exponential random variable with mean 0:5. This orresponds to a delayed Poisson pro ess.
4. Geometri with p = 0:5.
5. Uniform in (0; 2).
8
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6. Exponential with mean 1. This orresponds to a Poisson pro ess with
no initial delay; it is also equivalent to generating a s hedule by hoosing one pro ess uniformly at random for ea h time unit.
It is worth noting that while the expe ted number of rounds grows logarithmi ally for most distributions, both the rate of growth and the initial
value are small. These small onstant fa tors may be the result of most
pro esses adopting the values of early leaders, so that termination an be
rea hed by agreement among leaders rather than the emergen e of a single
leader.
The inverted behavior with a normal distribution is intriguing; it suggests that with large numbers of pro esses there are more han es for one
parti ularly speedy pro ess to leap ahead of its ompetitors, and that for
some distributions this e e t overshadows the e e t of having more ompetitors to leap ahead of. It is not lear from the data whether this urve
eventually turns around and starts rising again, or whether it onverges to
some onstant asymptote.
10

Con lusions, Extensions, and Future Work

We see this paper as making two main ontributions. The rst is the extra tion of the adaptive (log n) time lean- onsensus proto ol from its
more sophisti ated prede essors and the demonstration that this simpli ed
algorithm an solve onsensus in models that are less extreme than those
prede essors were designed to survive but that are perhaps loser to apturing the s heduling behavior an algorithm is likely to experien e in pra ti e.
Although lean- onsensus does not really ontain any new ideas, we believe that ripping out features that pra titioners might balk at implementing
is a valuable task in its own right.
The se ond is the noisy s heduling model. This model limits the adversary not by overing its eyes but by making its hands shake. It allows us
to express the understanding that in the real world failures and timing are
usually not fully under the ontrol of intelligent demons, while still retaining a healthy respe t for the subtlety and unpredi tability of the world. We
believe that this \perturbed worst- ase analysis" approa h is likely to have
appli ations in many areas both in and outside of distributed omputing.
There are still many questions left unanswered and many ways in whi h
the noisy s heduling model ould be extended. We dis uss some of these
issues below.
22

It would be ni e to understand how lean- onsensus
fares with failures that are not random. We an get an upper bound in this
situation by restarting Theorem 12 whenever a pro ess dies. Sin e the adversary must kill at least one pro ess every expe ted O(log n) rounds, the
algorithm terminates in expe ted O(f log n) rounds where f is the number of
failures. This bound ompares favorably with the O(n log n) work per proessor needed by the best known randomized algorithm that solves onsensus
with a fully-adaptive adversary and up to n 1 failures [9℄, but the fullyadaptive adversary is mu h stronger than one limited to noisy s heduling.
It seems likely that a better upper bound than O(f log n) ould be obtained
by a more areful analysis that in ludes how pro esses hange preferen es.
We onje ture that the real bound is in fa t O(log n).
Non-random failures.

2

We would also like to do away with the xed
bound M on the delay between operations under the ontrol of the adversary. The te hni al reason for in luding this bound in the model is that
it provides a s ale for the noise introdu ed by the Xij variables; if the adversary an in rease ij without limit, it an onstru t a steadily slower
and slower exe ution in whi h the noise, relative to the gap between rounds,
never a umulates enough to Pa re t the s hedule. But a weaker statisti al
onstraint, su h as requiring j ij  rM , might avoid su h Zeno-like
pathologies while allowing more variation in the gaps between operations.
The present proof does not work with just this statisti al onstraint (the
parti ular step that breaks down is the use of Lemma 9 to show that being
ahead at round r often means being ahead by at round r), but we onje ture that the statisti al onstraint is in fa t enough to get termination in
O (log n) rounds.
Statisti al adversaries.

=1

5

Though the present work was motivated by a desire to move away from powerful theoreti al adversaries toward
a model more losely re e ting the non-mali iousness of misbehavior in real
systems, we annot laim that the model a urately des ribes the behavior of
any real shared-memory system. One diÆ ulty is that real shared-memory
systems generally do not guarantee full serializability of memory operations
in the absen e of additional syn hronization operations (see [28, Se tion
8.6℄). We an over ome this diÆ ulty by adding syn hronization barriers to
ea h round of lean- onsensus; in prin iple this does not a e t the analysis
sin e the stru ture of ea h round is still the same as all other rounds. A

Syn hronization and

5

ontention.

This is a bit like using the statisti

al adversary
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of [18℄.

se ond problem is memory ontention, whi h we have not analyzed. The
diÆ ulty with both expli it syn hronization and memory ontention is that
their e e ts are unlikely to be onsistent with the assumption that the timing of di erent pro esses' operations are independent. To the extent that
this la k of independen e disperses pro esses (say, by slowing down laggards
ghting over ongested early-round registers while allowing the speedy to
sail through relatively lear late-round registers), it helps the algorithm.
Whether su h an e e t would o ur in pra ti e annot easily be predi ted
without experimentation.
The noisy s heduling model is friendly enough that an
(log n) running time for onsensus might not be the best possible. A
ounterexample like the one given in the proof of Theorem 13 might be
able to show that no deterministi algorithm with ertain strong symmetry
properties (su h as no dependen e on pro ess identity and a mirror-image
handling of the di erent inputs) an do better, but it not obvious where to
look for a more general lower bound. It is not out of the question that a
lever algorithm ould solve onsensus with noisy s heduling in as little as
O (1) time.

Lower bounds.

O

All of our results are set in a shared-memory model.
It would be interesting to see whether a noisy s heduling assumption an be
used to solve onsensus qui kly in an asyn hronous message-passing model.

Message passing.

Finally, though we have on entrated on a parti ularly
simpli ed proto ol for solving a single fundamental problem, it would be
interesting to see how other algorithms fare in the noisy s heduling model.
It seems likely, for example, that algorithms designed for unknown-delay
models su h as Alur et al.'s [3℄ should ontinue to work in the noisy s heduling model, perhaps with some onstraint on the noise distribution to exlude random delays with unbounded expe tations. Similarly the line of
inquiry started by Gafni and Mitzenma her [23℄, on analyzing the behavior
of timing-based algorithms for mutual ex lusion and related problems with
random s heduling, ould naturally extend to the more general model of
noisy s heduling.
Other problems.
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